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ABSTRACT
This paper applies the recently proposed provisioning-delivery
hysteresis for Quality of Experience (QoE) to the case of
video. The study is based on evaluations using the Struc-
tural Similarity Metric (SSIM) for different versions of a
video in terms of resolution on one hand, and suffering from
different packet loss ratios on the other hand. Upon trans-
lation of the SSIM into MOS, the QoE plotted versus the
effective throughput shows the predicted behaviour: a con-
trolled quality and throughput reduction leads to a better user
perceived quality than the quality degradation due to packet
loss. The results clearly quantify the necessity to control
quality, instead of "getting hit" in an uncontrolled way.

1. INTRODUCTION
A user of a multimedia service may choose from a variety

of service and network offers. From the user point of view,
the perceived cost/performance ratio is an important crite-
rion whether to remain with or whether to leave a provider. A
typical trigger for the latter, also called churn, are recurring
quality problems for a (paid) service. For a service provider,
it is thus important to understand the relationship between
user perception and performance characteristics of the ser-
vice provisioning through networks. In [5] a generic rela-
tionship between Quality of Experience (QoE) and Quality
of Service (QoS) is investigated, categorized and formulated
through various differential equations yielding exponential
or logarithmic QoE-QoS relationships. In the course of this
work, it became apparent that the impact of resources (such
as link capacity) on QoE differs substantially from the im-
pact of success or failures in delivery (such as packet losses).
It was observed that a certain controlled reduction of the ef-
fective throughput (goodput) of a connection, e.g. through
traffic shaping, affected the QoE to a much lesser extent
that the uncontrolled reduction through loss, which leads to
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a strong reaction of TCP and increases the response times
significantly. This effect is called provisioning-delivery hys-
teresis in [5] and illustrated for interactive services. Simul-
taneously, similar observations for streaming video traffic
were made in [9]. Based on these references, our paper illus-
trates and discusses the provisioning-delivery hysteresis for
streaming traffic. The remainder of the paper is structured as
follows. In Section 2 we present the experimental setup and
the estimation of the user perceived quality. Section 3 dis-
cusses the obtained results. Finally we conclude the paper in
Section 4.

2. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF
THE USER PERCEIVED QUALITY

This section describes the setup of the measurements we
conducted and discusses the mapping between SSIM and
video QoE .

2.1 Uncontrolled Distortion of a Video Clip
For the conducted measurements we used the setup de-

picted in Fig. 1. As operation system Debian Sid with Ker-
nel 2.6.26-2-686 was used for all three hosts. One host,
a Pentium IV equipped with a 2.4 GHz processor and 1
GB RAM, acted as video streaming server, and another, a
Dual Pentium III with 2x 1.2 GHz and 512 MB RAM, acted
as client. The experiments were traced using tcpdump [2].
We emulated network behavior like packet loss with a Pen-
tium III with a 0.8 GHz processor and 256 MB RAM, lo-
cated between the other hosts. As emulation software we
used NETEM [6]. We investigated packet loss ratios pl ∈
[0, 5%]. The video sequences were transmitted using the
Evalvid framework, cf. [7]. The framework provides an ap-

Figure 1: Measurement Setup



proach computing the received video clip of the client with
the packet traces and the original video.

2.2 Controlled Distortion of a Video Clip
For streams with lower bandwidth we resized the video

files with Virtual Dub [3] to a lower resolution. We encoded
the clips with AutoX264 [1] and computed the average band-
width. For investigating the impact on the user perceived
quality we used a lossy upscaling to the original resolution
based on the nearest neighborhood mechanism, cf. [9].

2.3 Computation of the User Perceived Qual-
ity

In order to estimate the influence of controlled and uncon-
trolled video distortion, we used SSIM [8] as full reference
metric. As mapping function between SSIM and MOS we
used the exponential fitting function f(x) = 13.91 · e1.715·x

presented in [4]. It has to be noted that the used mapping
function allows MOS values MOS ∈ [1, 44; 3, 86].

3. RESULTS
This section discusses the results of our investigation. Con-

trolled reduction includes deliberate changes of resource pa-
rameters, such as resolution, image quality or frame rate,
while uncontrolled reduction results from random packet losses.
In this work we focus on a controlled quality reduction due
to lower resolution. For our investigation we investigated
three different video clips and differentiate the correspond-
ing curves in the result figures by different colors. In [5] the
provisioning-delivery hysteresis for elastic applications like
TCP-based surfing was discussed. The results for this use-
case are illustrated in Figure 2. The resource-related satis-
faction rating function corresponds to a capacity reduction.
For the case of elastic traffic protocols and applications, the
throughput is adapted to network conditions. Thus, the con-
trolled adaptation yields to still a high MOS value. On the
other hand, an uncontrolled change due to e.g. packet loss
might entail a quite large change of user satisfaction as dis-
played by the success-related satisfaction rating function. In

Figure 2: Provisioning-Delivery Hysteresis
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Figure 3: Provisioning Curve: MOS depending on the
provisioned bandwidth

the following we discuss this behavior for video streaming.

3.1 Provisioning curves
First we shortly discuss the impact of throughput reduc-

tion on the perceived user quality. For that we investigated
different resolution pairs and their required bandwidth for
three different video clips. The results are depicted in Figure
3. It can be seen, that the QoE increases with the available
throughput in roughly a logarithmic manner for the differ-
ent video clips. Further, it can be seen, that an available
bandwidth of ≈ 0, 5 Mbit/s yields a good user perception,
although the required bandwidth for the best quality is much
higher (≈ 1− 2 Mbit/s).

3.2 Delivery curves
This subsection discusses the impact of uncontrollable

video distortion due to packet loss on the QoE. The results
are illustrated in Figure 4. The figure indicates that the al-
ready a very small packet loss pl < 1% has a severe impact
on the MOS values and thus on the Quality of Experience.
For packet loss ratios pl > 1% stalling occurs.
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Figure 4: Delivery Curve: Impact of packet loss on the
MOS
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Figure 5: Provisioning-Delivery Hysteresis for video
streaming

3.3 Provisioning Delivery Hysteresis for
Video Streaming

Now, we combine the results for the provisioning and the
delivery curves. For that we investigate the curves with re-
spect to the effective goodput for the application. The results
are plotted in Figure 5, showing MOS values as function of
the goodput. We can recognise two sets of curves:

1. the upper, concave ones, emanating from variations of
the resources;

2. the lower, convex ones, emanating from goodput re-
duction due to losses.

Further, we observe, that the impact of packet loss on the
user perceived quality is much more severe than the impact
of a controlled bandwidth reduction due to resolution. Fit-
ting functions for the illustrated provisioning and delivery
curves are depicted in Table 1 and Table 2.

4. CONCLUSION
The investigated behavior can be used to solve current

problems in networking. For the case of mobile video
streaming via CDMA systems, for instance, it is expected

Table 1: Fitting for controlled quality reduction
Video MOS R2

blue sky 0.43 ln(7653.5x) 0.963
crowd run 0.62 ln(461.1x) 0.957
park joy 0.60 ln(578.8x) 0.962

Table 2: Fitting for uncontrolled quality reduction
Video MOS R2

blue sky 1.59 + 1.49e−80 exp(184.4x) 0.828
crowd run 1.44 + 8.14e−167 exp(383.4x) 0.967
park joy 1.37 + 2.88e−172 exp(395.7x) 0.930

that a reduction of throughput can allow the use of a more
robust code, which implies a reduction of delay variation,
loss and the risk of outages. This may have to be paid with
a reduction in image quality. However, according to the
provisioning-delivery hysteresis demonstrated in this paper,
such a reduction should be perceived much less critical as
the frequent disturbances of the video that are more likely to
appear in higher-rate scenarios, employing less robust codes.

Future work will address the quantification of the up-
per branch of the provisioning-delivery hysteresis for other
resource-related impairments (such as frame rate, colour
space, etc.) and its validation towards real users.
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